
What does Parliament want on Brexit?

The government has now decided to delay voting on the draft Withdrawal
Agreement until 14 January. It looks likely that it will still lose that
vote.  The government hopes that it will extract from the EU better language
about a  timetable for negotiating a trade and future partnership agreement,
which is the way to avoid the Irish backstop.  They want  stronger language
about avoiding use of the Irish backstop in any way that might be available.
It may also play up some of the fears of No deal in the hope of persuading
more MPs to vote for the Agreement. Given the 100 or so Conservative MP
public pledges to vote against it is difficult to see how the government can
win the vote, even allowing for a substantial number of MPs changing their
minds. The DUP have said they cannot vote for the Agreement unless the text
concerning the Irish backstop is amended. The EU so far has refused all
attempts to re open the legal text. Instead it offers clarifications and
reassurances that are not legally binding.  The DUP and others say if it is
the intention of both sides to avoid the backstop, then delete it from the
text as an earnest of good will on this matter.

 

Meanwhile the government is intensifying work on a Clean WTO Brexit. It has
announced resolution of the aviation issues so it can assure us the planes
will fly, and is well advanced with fixes to ensure reasonable transit times
for goods  through channel ports. The EU and its member states too are busy
working on this, as they now sense it is a possible outcome even though the
UK government says it intends to pilot the Withdrawal Agreement through
Parliament. The government has announced the UK will remain in the Common
Transit Convention after departure which ensures simplified cross border
trade as today.

 

The House of Commons has a large Remain majority, with a set of Opposition
parties keen to use the issue to destabilise the government. There are
several other options in play amongst Remain factions. Some favour a second
referendum. Some want to cancel Brexit altogether and just tell the people
they cannot negotiate a satisfactory exit. Some believe it would be possible
to negotiate a better or different deal and favour a delay to attempt a
different approach.

 

The second referendum idea cannot now be legislated in time to hold the vote
before the UK  leaves on 29 March 2019. Proponents therefore have to support
delay to the UK exit, which requires agreement with the EU and repeal or
amendment of the EU Withdrawal Act. The EU is reluctant to allow much
slippage as they have European Parliamentary elections to consider next May
which could change the political direction of the EU itself. The current plan
is the UK will not be contesting them.  Advocates disagree about the question
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to be put in a referendum. Some want a three way question, offering WTO exit,
staying in or the Mrs May Withdrawal Agreement.  Were staying in to win with
say 35% of the vote the other 65% would say they had been cheated of Brexit
by a minority of voters. Some want a two way skewed to staying in, running
Remain against Mrs May’s Withdrawal Agreement. Leave voters would say this
did not offer them their choice. Some want a Leave oriented vote, running the
Withdrawal Agreement against just leaving, on the grounds that Leave/Remain
has been settled by the original People’s Vote. Remain of course does not
like this approach. The government so far has ruled all these out
comprehensively. It would require a government with a majority to draft the
legislation and make the time available to try to pass it through Parliament.
This all looks unlikely. Conservative MPs are mainly opponents of a second
vote and would not even wish to vote for a timetable motion to help get a
second Referendum Bill through, so it would require full Labour backing from
the outset which Mr Corbyn would  be reluctant to offer.

 

It is difficult to believe this Parliament would vote to simply remain and
argue the people were wrong to vote for Leave. It would need the full repeal
of the EU Withdrawal Act and supporting measures. Both main parties in the
Commons stood for election in 2017 on a Manifesto to implement the result of
the referendum. It would require the two front benches of Labour and
Conservative to join together to force it through against a major revolt on
the Conservative side and a smaller revolt on the Labour side, with
considerable public anger.

 

So that leaves us with some form of delay as the other option to the WTO
Clean Brexit. The EU may well say they have set out the terms for delay. They
are in the Withdrawal Agreement. The UK would just have to swallow those if
it wants another 21 months or up to 45 months more to negotiate a future
relationship. In the meantime the Withdrawal Agreement sets out the terms for
the UK continuing in the single market and customs union. If the EU were to
back down on this stance, they could presumably agree to the UK continuing
with current arrangements for  a bit longer to see if anything different
could emerge from new  talks. This would be quite a loss of face for the EU,
but would not guarantee they would go on to concede on all the issues over
the future partnership to make it palatable to the UK. It is difficult to see
what new would emerge from the talks, given the lack of any progress on the
future partnership in the 30 months used up so far.

 

There could be an agreement to delay for a few months  to tidy up remaining
issues for a managed No Deal Brexit between the EU and the UK, but this would
also require legislation in the UK and the consent of both the UK and EU
Parliaments.

 


